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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

TRUMP TO SOCIALISTS:
“Time For Us To Come Together”
Nov 9, 2016 – From: Edward C Noonan, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate:
I am NOT a Republican. However, there is now a Republican President, a Republican
Congress, and maybe very soon a Republican Supreme Court. As many of you know, I
have constantly criticized the Republican Party for being “SOCIALISTS/lite” and the
Democratic Party of being “SOCIALISTS/regular”. This is why I could not, and would
not vote for Trump. Even though I like a lot of what Trump says, he is still a member
of the Republican Party. If you heard Paul Ryan’s speech today, you can see that he
sees the “win” as a “win for the Republican Party.” But I can predict that NOTHING
WILL CHANGE and the Republicans will continue to kick-the-can down the street AS
THEY ALWAYS DO! The Republicans have accomplished little in the last 25 years!
The most repulsive statement that Trump spoke at his “victory speech” last night
was his capitulations to the Democratic/Socialist Party. I can call it the Socialist
Party because they frequently have Socialist candidates running for office.
Trump said, “Now it is time
for America to bind the
wounds of division, have to get
together. To all Republicans
and Democrats and
independents across this
nation, I say it is time for us to
come together as one united
people.”

How dare Trump welcome the socialist party “to come together (with us)!” The
American Resistance Party declares that Socialism and Communism IS NOT
COMPATIBLE with the U.S. Constitution. Socialism and Communism is NOT invited
into the American Resistance Party…PERIOD!
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